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No real dramas finding the place (well, except for the 
Yeoman’s, but we’ll gloss over that!).  Luke unavailable and 
Charlie ill meant that we had 19 players to choose from.  It 
was a nice day and Paul Harris took on commentary duties 
(and he was hungover!) 
 
Game 1 - The line up was: 
 

Jamie G 
 

Jack     Mark 
    

Jamie C     Tom     Sam K 
     

Josef    
 

Rolling Subs: Sam P & Sam B 
 
We kicked off and straight away were defending as Stoke 
Lane attacked but shot wide.  Josef then got the ball and 
went on a run down the wing before being tackled.  Jack 
then picked up the ball and attacked down the right wing 
before being crowded out.  After another attack by ‘Lane, 
Tom won the ball, went on a run and was also tackled as 
‘Lane defended stoutly.  The ball then got into their area and 
both Josef and Jamie C had shots but to no avail.  ‘Lane 
then attacked but Mark chased back, got the ball from them 
and cleared it well.  Stoke Lane then began to exert a bit 
more pressure and from the next attack, a long shot was 
deflected past Jamie G and into the net 1-0. 

 
Now I don’t know what Paul Harris drunk the night before but 
the commentary then went like this, “Sam’s come off, Sam’s 
come on, and so is Sam Kipling”.  All I will say is, whatever 
you were drinking Paul, I want some!  We tried to get back 
into the game straight away with Jack passing a good ball to 
Jamie C but ‘Lane cleared again.  Tom launched an attack 
but was tackled in the box.  ‘Lane launched a counter 
offensive but Tom got back well to win the ball and then pass 
a good ball out to Jamie C.  Eventually ‘Lane won the ball 
back and attacked again but they were stopped, first by Tom 
and then by Jack who cleared the ball.  ‘Lane again won the 
ball and attacked into our area and Jamie G came out to 
narrow the angle and the ball was shot wide.  We attacked 
once more with Tom passing to Sam B and onto Jamie C but 
‘Lane cleared. 

 
HALF-TIME: STOKE LANE   1     FRYS   0 

 

In the second half Stoke Lane were straight on the offensive 
shooting from the edge of the box, low past Jamie into the 
right corner of the goal 2-0.  The ‘Lane player with all of the 

skill then ran past three players but Jamie G was on hand to 
clear.  Sam B then attacked down the left and shot, but the 
‘keeper made a good save.  Later, a kick from Jamie to Sam 
B down the left was crossed, but cleared for a corner.  A 
good corner was taken but ‘Lane cleared and attacked, 
however Sam P, Mark and Sam K all got back to make 
challenges and eventually the ball was cleared. 
 
Next Sam P passed to Sam B and we attacked down the left 
but ‘Lane again closed us down and we were tackled.  Mark 
defended well and then cleared with a run out of defence.  It 
was then nice to see Mark and Sam K hold their positions at 
the back as we attacked through Tom but to no avail.  Sam K 
had a shot which the ‘keeper fumbled but pushed wide.  Sam 
B tried to cross the ball but the ‘keeper recovered well and 
won the ball at the second attempt.  Stoke Lane then broke 
out from defence into our area but the shot was poor, and 
Sam K cleared 
 
A good kick by Jamie was picked up by ‘Lane who attacked, 
but Mark defended well and their shot was saved by Jamie.  
He made a good clearance but it was won by their star 
player who attacked.  Sam K put in a good challenge but was 
beaten.  Mark and Tom then tried to close him down and he 
turned past Tom only to find Mark waiting and he put in a 
good tackle.  The ball came loose to a ‘Lane player and Mark 
defended again.  A shot finally came in but it was saved 
brilliantly by Jamie.  ‘Lane attacked and crossed the ball but 
Jack cut the ball out, then Sam P cleared off the line for a 
corner.  We attacked with Sam B passing to Sam K but ‘Lane 
cleared.  Mark then passed to Sam P who passed forward to 
Sam B but his shot was just wide.  ‘Lane attacked again but 
Jamie was on hand to save again.  Stoke Lane again 
attacked but Jack got back to close down and win the ball.  
Mark then ran forward but on the halfway line was taken 
down cynically and needed attention.  The free kick was 
cleared and the game frittered away to the end. 
 

FULL-TIME : STOKE LANE   2     FRYS   0  
 

Man of the Match – Chosen by Jack Gooding for good 
defending and attacking – Mark Gratton 

 
Game 2 - The line up was: 
 

Aaron 



 

 

 

  

 
James     Oscar 

    
George     Ethan     Dan 

     
Max    

 
Rolling Subs: Jordan, Joe & Zac 
 
We kicked off and Max was straight on the attack.  ‘Lane 
came clear but Oscar then tackled and went on a 20 yard 
run.  ‘Lane broke through but Aaron came out well and won 
the ball.  ‘Lane then got into our box but again Oscar tackled 
well and Aaron was able to gather.  ‘Lane then got a one on 
one but Aaron came out and saved well. The ball ricocheted 
and they shot, and Ethan blocked.  Aaron found Max who 
ran down the left past two players and shot but it was saved.  
The ‘keeper cleared poorly, Max got it and shot, but off of the 
‘keepers foot.  Max got it again and tried another shot but it 
was wide.  ‘Lane attacked and shot high but Aaron palmed 
the ball around the post.  Ethan cleared the corner and ran 
down the right with Max in support and eventually the ball 
went for a throw. 
 
Ethan threw to Max, who beat three players to run into the 
box where it came to George. He won the ball, tried a turn, 
but was challenged and the ball was cleared however 
George got back and won a throw.  Oscar threw to Max who 
beat two players but more crowded him out.  ‘Lane attacked 
and James tackled but they got past him.  Aaron came out 
but the shot was wide.  Aaron found Max quickly who passed 
it onto Dan, and he was in on goal but the ‘keeper saved with 
his foot.  The ball came to Max, who shot just wide of the 
right post.  Stoke Lane attacked, James tackled, then Oscar 
but they were outnumbered and the ball came into the 
middle.  Aaron challenged but the ball broke loose and Aaron 
reached behind him to grab the ball. 
 
Stoke Lane attacked again but Oscar then James then Ethan 
defended well and cleared.  ‘Lane shot from outside of the 
box high and Aaron again made a good save for a corner.  
Four Stoke Lane players were clear through on Aaron who 
narrowed the angle and the ball was shot wide.  Lane 
attacked and weren’t challenged and a player lifted the ball 
high past Aaron and into the back of the net 1-0.  From the 

kick, the ball changed possession a few times until Zac won 
it back and played a beautiful, defence splitting pass through 
to Joe who held off the attentions of three ‘Lane defenders 
and struck an excellent shot which the ‘keeper managed to 
get a hand to and it hit the post, and went out for a corner.  
George took the corner, it came back to him.  He passed to 
Zac who hit it first time, but unfortunately it was just wide. 
 

HALF-TIME: STOKE LANE   1     FRYS   0 
 

Into the second half and straight away three ‘Lane players 
were in on goal.  One shot but Aaron made a good save to 
put it out for a corner.  From the corner Aaron collected it but 
his clearance wasn’t a good one.  ‘Lane shot but Aaron had 
got back to make a good save.  We then attacked with Joe 
and Dan passing well but unfortunately we ran out of space 
and the ball went out for a goal kick.  Joe then broke down 
the left and crossed for George who passed to Jordan near 
goal but he was tackled.  ‘Lane attacked back at us and had 
a shot but it flew across the face of the goal and wide.  A big 
kick from Aaron was then pressurised by Max forcing the 
defender backwards until he made an error and conceded a 
corner.  ‘Lane broke out from the corner and Aaron had to be 
quick off of his line to get a foot to the ball and clear it. 
 

Stoke Lane were then through again but at the crucial 
moment he lost control of the ball and Aaron grabbed it.  Max 
was then through on goal, the ‘keeper came out, Max shot, it 
deflected off of the ‘keeper but kept going towards goal.  
Unfortunately the deflection had taken the power off of the 
shot and a ‘Lane defender got back to clear.  Max was 
through again and shot but players had gotten back to block 
in front of the goal.  ‘Lane were then through with Jordan and 
Zac challenging and Aaron came way off of his line to make 
a great save.  ‘Lane attacked from the clearance but Zac got 
in and cleared well to Joe.  Joe controlled it, took it past a 
defender and hit a great shot but the ‘keeper saved well.  
Later, from Aaron’s throw, Ethan ran right the way down the 
right wing passing three players but ran out of room.  That 
was the last attack of the match. 
 

FULL-TIME : STOKE LANE   1     FRYS   0  

  

Man of the Match – Chosen by Tom Baker for hard work all 
over the pitch – Ethan Chilcott 

 
OVERALL RESULT : STOKE LANE  3  FRYS  0 

 
Afterthoughts……………………………………………………………… 
I actually felt that we were the better team in both 
games but again we failed to take good chances and they 
didn’t.  If we carry on the way we are, creating chances, 
soon a team is going to be on the receiving end of a 
demolition. 
 
I hoped to create 2 equal teams who take it in turns 
playing the opposition good team and so far from the 
results it seems to be borne out.  Both teams have won 3, 
both have scored 9, and both have conceded 14.  Spooky!!! 
 

U7’s – Appearances and Goals 
 
P = Played in the game 
M = Man of the Match 
G = Goals scored  
 P  M   G 
Aaron Sutton 7   1   
Charlie Glavin 4      
Daniel Churches 7      
Ethan Chilcott 6   1   
George Lewis 5      
Jack Yeoman 6   1   
James Baker 6   1   
Jamie Charles 5   1   
Jamie Godwin 7      
Jay Ashwell 1      
Joe Carreyett 7   2  5 
Jordan Harris 7   1  1 
Josef Hill 5      
Luke Andrews 6      
Mark Gratton 7   1  3 
Max Stevens 7   1  3 
Oscar Hutchings 7      
Sam Burgess 7   1  3 
Sam Kipling 6     1 
Sam Pike 6   1   
Tom Johnson 6      
Zac Hallett 7   2  2 
 

U7’s Fixtures and Results 
 
Oct   5 H BRSJ L   0-2 
 12 A Stoke Lane L   0-3 
 19 A Bitton  
 26 A Portishead Utd  


